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Abstract

Wireless network virtualization and information-centricnetworking (ICN) are two promising technologies

for next generation wireless networks. Although some excellent works have focused on these two technologies,

device-to-device (D2D) communications have not beeen investigated in information-centric virtualized cellular

networks.Meanwhile, content caching in mobile devices has attractedgreat attentions due to the saved backhaul

consumption or reduced transmission latency in D2D-assisted cellular networks. However, when it comes to the

multi-operator scenario, the direct content sharing between different operators via D2D communications is typically

infeasible. In this article, we propose a novel information-centric virtualized cellular network framework with D2D

communications, enabling not only content caching in the air, but also inter-operator content sharing between mobile

devices.Moreover, we describe the key components in the proposed framework, and present the interactions among

them. In addition, we incorporate and formulate the contentcaching strategies in resource allocation optimization,

to maximize the total utility of mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) through caching popular contents in

mobile devices. Simulations results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework and scheme with

http://arxiv.org/abs/1612.07889v1
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different system parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing popularity of smart mobile devices andapplications has given rise to the substantial

growth in wireless traffic [1], [2]. Researchers in both academia and industry make great efforts to

increase the network capacity by employing sophisticated techniques, e.g., enhancement of the physical

layer capacity between transmitters and receivers, utilization of extra spectrum as well as improvement of

spectral efficiency [3], [4]. Nevertheless, in spite of the aforementioned advances, the spectrum efficiency

is explicitly reaching its theoretical upper bound, givingrise to new requirements towards the wireless

network architecture [5]. Meanwhile, it can be observed that the majority of wireless traffic is owing to

replicate downloads of some popular contents [5], [6].

In this context,information-centric networking (ICN) has been proposed as a promising technology for

next generation wireless networks [7], to tackle this shiftfrom theconnection-centric paradigm to a more

content-centric paradigm. By naming contents at the network layer, ICN is characterized by in-network

caching and receiver-driven content-level delivery as well as multicast transmissions. With ICN, mobile

users can directly fetch contents from nearby caches ratherthan from core networks (CNs), enabling not

only the alleviation of traffic load across networks but alsothe enhancement of energy efficiency [7].

Another promising technology for next generation wirelessnetworks iswireless network virtualization,

with which the wireless network infrastructure can be decoupled from the services and applications it

provides [1]. Towards this end, the networkhypervisor, a critical entity residing in the control plane [8],

takes the responsibility of virtualizing underlying networks, allocating virtual resources and eventually

managing virtual networks. Since multiple mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) can dynamically

share the physical substrate networks, the capital expenses (CapEx) and operation expenses (OpEx) of

radio access networks (RANs) as well as CNs, can be reduced significantly [1]. Besides, MVNOs running

on top of virtual networks can provide some specific over-the-top services (e.g., VoIP) to subscribers,

which facilitates the attraction of more users for mobile network operators (MNOs).
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The integration of ICN with wireless network virtualization can further facilitate the improvement

of applications and services experienced by subscribers [7]. In particular, information-centric wireless

network virtualization allows the sharing of not only the infrastructure, but also contents residing in

different MVNOs, to enable the gain from not only virtualization but also in-network caching.

Although some excellent works have focused on ICN and wireless network virtualization,device-to-

device (D2D) communications [9] have not been incorporated in the information-centric wireless network

virtualization architecture. With D2D communications, users in close proximity can directly communicate

with each other via D2D links, instead of accessing base stations (BSs) exclusively. When it comes to

the ICN paradigm, in spite of the smaller-sized storage (compared to that of BSs), the ubiquitous caching

capability residing in mobile devices cannot be neglected due to their ubiquitous in-network distribution

and ever-increasing storage size [6]. There have been some existing works (e.g., [10]) concerned with the

information-centric D2D-assisted cellular networks, where the network performance could be considerably

improved via D2D communications in terms of the saved backhaul consumption or reduced transmission

latency. Yet, all of them are identically under the assumption that there exists only one network operator

in the infrastructure. That is, all mobile devices are subscribed to and managed by the same operator.

However, when referring to the multi-operator case, two users from different operators could not directly

communicate with each other, due to policies and markets (i.e., economic factors) rather than technologies.

Therefore, inter-operator content sharing via D2D communications are typically infeasible in legacy

cellular networks, necessitating the introduction of virtualization into D2D-assisted information-centric

cellular networks, to enable the immediate content delivery among subscribers from different MVNOs.

In this article, we investigate information-centric virtualized cellular networks with D2D communica-

tions, and explore the potential opportunities and challenges. The distinctive contributions of this article

are as follows:

• We present an information-centric virtualized cellular network framework, enabling the content

caching not only in the air, but also in mobile devices. In particular, by caching contents in mobile

devices, virtualized contents can be shared by subscribersfrom different MVNOs.
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• In the proposed framework, we describe the fundamental components (e.g., cellular network infras-

tructure, radio spectrum, MVNO, subscriber, and the hypervisor), and present the interactions among

them.

• We formulate the content caching strategies as a utility maximization problem with D2D communi-

cations involved. This formulation enables us to quantify the gain through caching popular contents

(e.g., videos) in mobile devices. Simulations are conducted with different system parameters to show

the effectiveness of the proposed framework and scheme.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the proposed information-

centric virtualized cellular network framework with D2D communications. In Section III, we describe the

fundamental components of the proposed framework and then present the interactions among them. In

Section IV, we optimize the resource allocation to maximizethe total utility of all MVNOs with caching

strategies involved in the proposed framework. In Section V, we evaluate the proposed framework and

algorithm through simulations. We conclude this work in Section VI with future work.

II. I NFORMATION-CENTRIC V IRTUALIZED CELLULAR NETWORK FRAMEWORK WITH D2D

COMMUNICATIONS

In this section, we first introduce a general information-centric virtualized cellular network framework,

then incorporate D2D communications into it.

A. Information-Centric Cellular Network Virtualization

Conventional cellular networks face the following challenges when the content retrieval technology

is involved. First, it may incur a heavy outbound traffic, when contents are scattered among MNOs.

That is to say, due to the proprietary nature of substrate networks, the direct content exchange between

different MNOs is impractical, and thus the traffic must be transmitted in a duplicative manner. Second,

for the implementation of ICN technology, the traditional cellular network framework [11] may have to

undergo a large evolution in the content format and communication protocol. However, current devices

and protocols do not adapt to the new ICN paradigm.
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Fig. 1: A general information-centric cellular network virtualization model.

Fortunately,network function virtualization (NFV) [1], which enables the sharing of not only infras-

tructure but also contents among Internet service providers (ISPs), is an effective approach to implement

the ICN paradigm within current cellular networks. In the traditional content delivery networking (CDN)

framework, a subscriber may have to access a remote BS or evenacquire the content from CNs via the

backhaul, provided that nearby BSs are not operated by the same MNO with this subscriber. By contrast,

with NFV, a subscriber can fetch its required content immediately from the nearby BS (which can be

virtualized and shared by multiple MVNOs). As such, redundant traffic can be significantly decreased,

contributing to the reduction of CapEx and OpEx of RANs as well as CNs, and the improvement of

quality of experience (QoE) experienced by users. In addition, from the perspective of infrastructure

providers (InPs), this also helps produce more benefits by leasing isolated virtual slices to MVNOs.

Fig. 1 illustrates a general information-centric cellularnetwork virtualization model, where the in-

frastructure (i.e., the substrate network) is abstracted and virtualized into twocustomized virtual slices,

leased to and supervised by MVNO1 and MVNO2, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, MVNO 1 runs a
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traditional cellular network, while MVNO 2 runs an ICN-based one. User 3 and user 4 (from MVNO 2)

can directly get contents from the caching BS or router, whereas user 1 and user 2 (from MVNO 1) have

to fetch contents from CNs via the backhaul. It should be noted that, although they subscribe to different

MVNOs, all users can attach to the same BS owing to the virtualization of it to twovirtual BSs.

B. Information-Centric Cellular Network Virtualization with D2D Communications

The in-network storage forcontent caching is an integral part of information-centric cellular networks.

Most existing works assume that the caching function only runs in the BS, since the content retrieval

merely arises in the downlink (i.e., BS→ users) and not vice versa. Nevertheless, it is inadvisable to

neglect the caching capability in mobiles devices when the D2D communication is involved, due to its

massive number and ever-increasing storage size [3]. Therefore, caching functions in mobile devices are

non-negligible even though users are in general with the smaller caching memory compared to BSs.

Moreover, the exponential growth in wireless data traffic also necessitates the ubiquitous caching in

devices to offload traffic in the air.

To incorporate D2D communications into the general information-centric cellular network virtualization

framework, one challenge arises: how to perform thecontent-level slicing [7] in D2D pairs? In general,

each content residing in BSs is virtualized to several virtual slices, and thus can be shared and accessed

dynamically by multiple MVNOs. And it can be physically interpreted as broadcasting the popular

content to customers from different MVNOs within the same BScoverage, and embedding several

virtual content slices into one physical content. However,when it comes to the content-level slicing

in D2D communications, two main technical problems needed to be tackled are as follows:

How to connect two arbitrary customers from different MVNOs?: On one hand, in traditional D2D

networks without virtualization, subscribers from different MNOs cannot directly communicate with each

other even though they are in close proximity, given the absence of protocol or agreement between MNOs.

On the other hand, in the aforementioned general virtualization framework, MVNOs need to pay InPs

to lease the infrastructure. However, unlike the typical virtualization scenario where each BS in the
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infrastructure can be virtualized as virtual nodes for content broadcasting, the virtualization of D2D users

is not straightforward since mobile devices are not part of the infrastructure in reality. Thus, in this

article, we propose a strategy that MVNO 1 needs to pay MVNO 2 if MVNO 1 intends to establish

an immediate D2D connection between its subscriber and MVNO2’s subscriber. That is to say, one

MVNO transfers the fee (which should have been charged by InPs) from InPs to another MVNO. In this

manner, the protocol is set up to facilitate the direct communication between MVNOs. Specifically, a

user considered as the D2D transmitter can be paid by one MVNO(supposing one-to-one D2D unicast)

or multiple MVNOs (supposing one-to-more D2D broadcast or multicast [12]), depending on the D2D

technology underlaying cellular networks.

What to cache in mobile devices?: Caching policies, determining what to cache and how to refresh

the memory, are of vital importance for overall caching gains. As studied in [6], caching works towards

a trade-off between the traffic offload from BSs and the memoryspace in devices, namely, deciding

what to cache in the limited memory space to achieve the maximum gain. Compared to the BS with the

large-sized memory to cache abundant contents, mobile devices are typically equipped with small-sized

storage. Thus, what to cache should be optimized in mobile devices to obtain the maximum gain in

terms of the saved backhaul consumption or reduced transmission delay [7]. Intuitively, users may have

to cache what has the highest revisit rate for neighboring ones to associate with. Due to the dynamics of

the content popularity profile and network conditions, a dynamic caching strategy is obligatory, and the

hypervisor has to learn the latest popularity profile and then notifies mobile devices of what to refresh in

the best way possible. However, since the popularity profileis not available in advance, it is necessary

for the hypervisor to estimate the caching gain in the next interval on the basis of history demand and

memory size [7]. Through the dynamic refreshment at regulartime intervals, the hypervisor is capable

of keeping track of the profile variation and caching those with the highest revisit rate.

In Fig. 2, we show the information-centric cellular networkvirtualization framework with D2D com-

munications, where there are three concurrent content deliveries in the system. Among them, user 1

subscribed to MVNO 1 can only retrieve the content from CNs, since its required content is cached
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in neither BS or nearby users. User 3 from MVNO 2 can acquire its required content from the local

cacheable BS, while user 4 can be immediately satisfied via the D2D link between user 2 and 4 without

fetching the content from local BSs or CNs. It should be notedthat even though user 2 and 4 are

from different MVNOs, the direct delivery in the proposed framework can be established as long as

MVNO 1 and MVNO 2 reach an agreement for content exchange. Along this line, user 2 as well as

its cached content is virtualized into the virtual transmitter and virtual content, respectively, enabling the

content-level slicing.

III. K EY COMPONENTS OF THEPROPOSEDFRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe the key components of the proposed framework, including cellular network

infrastructure, radio spectrum, MVNO, subscriber, and hypervisor. The architecture of of these components

is shown in Fig. 3, where the interactions among them are illustrated as well. In particular, as shown

in Fig. 3, the hypervisor is further split into threefunction entities, i.e., resource virtualization, virtual
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network management andMVNO interaction. Next, each component in the framework will be described

in detail.

A. Cellular Network Infrastructure

The cellular network infrastructure is the foundation of the virtualization framework and the cor-

nerstone of virtualized slices. In conventional cellular networks, within one area, the infrastructure is

typically invested by one MNO and thus can only be operated byit exhaustively. By contrast, in the

proposed framework, the cellular network infrastructure is constructed and funded by InPs, which take

the responsibility of managing and maintaining it as well. Therefore, InPs play a significant role in terms

of the routine operation ofinfrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) [1].

In particular, although originating from ISPs, the contentresiding in cellular networks should also be

considered as one element in the infrastructure, since it can be virtualized to facilitate the direct exchange

between MVNOs. As a consequence, D2D transmitters with requested contents in memory should be
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regarded as functioning identically as those typical infrastructure elements, such as macro base stations

(MBSs), small base stations (SBSs), backhaul, CNs, gateways, with the only difference lying that InPs

need to forward the rent payments by MVNOs to those D2D transmitters.

B. Radio Spectrum

Two representative radio spectrum utilization cases are asfollows:

InP Ownership — In this case, radio spectrum is part of InPs. After abstraction, virtualization and

slicing of the cellular network infrastructure, the network hypervisor eventually assembles virtual slices

with spectrum segments to realize aspectrum-level isolation [1] between virtual networks. It should be

noted that a flexible spectrum sharing scheme among MVNOs is realized, as specified by the negotiation

between MVNOs and InPs.

MVNO Ownership —MVNO ownership indicates that radio spectrum is owned by MVNOs, namely,

each operator occupies its proprietary licensed spectrum segment. Thus, each virtualized slice may have

to be combined with its relevant spectrum segment to constitute a entire virtual network, customized by

each operator. In this case, the spectrum sharing scheme among MVNOs is impractical unless a protocol

or agreement is reached.

C. MVNO

An MVNO typically exposes two main functions. On one hand, each MVNO has to charge its

subscribers for service access and content retrieval, to enable the regular operation of cellular networks.

On the other hand, each MVNO also has to interface and interact with the hypervisor to negotiate

the leasing price for the infrastructure. Upon being aware of the customized virtual network from the

hypervisor, each MVNO can further make decisions on how to re-distribute available virtual resources to

its subscribers. It is straightforward that the subscribers paying more to MVNOs tend to experience the

improved QoE, while those paying less are very likely to download contents (e.g., videos and games)

with a low data rate.
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D. Subscriber

Subscribers are divided into two categories, i.e., transmitters and requesters, at each virtual resource

allocation time interval. Transmitters are responsible for content delivery and typically regarded as

substrate resources by the hypervisor, while requesters need to interact with the subscribed MVNOs

to set the subscription price and hence function as routine subscribers.

Each requester can decide whether or not to cache the acquired content, whereas each transmitter

remains the content in its memory at the current interval. Yet, over the long run, even a transmitter

cannot refresh the caching memory at time intervalt, it is likely that it will convert to a requester at

interval t + 1, t + 2, · · · . Therefore, the role of subscribers is not predetermined and each subscriber is

capable of transitioning between the two modes at a large time-scale.

E. Hypervisor

The hypervisor, supported by the host operating system [8],monitors the virtual networks running on

top of the infrastructure, and allocates substrate networkresources to each customized virtual slice. There

are three function entities residing in the hypervisor, namely, resource virtualization, MVNO interaction

andvirtual network management, which are described below.

Resource Virtualization —The resource virtualization entity interfaces with InPs, and takes the

responsibility of discovering and abstracting substrate resources into virtual elements. Then, it packages

and dispatches the information of all available virtual elements to the unit virtual network management

for the slicing and assembling of customized virtual networks. Meanwhile, it is also responsible for

embedding virtual slices into substrate networks, notifying substrate nodes of the resource allocation

policies (e.g., the transmit power per node and the user set that each node serves).

MVNO Interaction — To enable the information exchange between the hypervisor and MVNOs, a

unit MVNO interaction is deployed as a guest operating system, to negotiate about the leasing price.

Meanwhile, the quality of service (QoS) requirements as well as content requests of all subscribers are

forwarded by MVNOs to this entity. Then, it delivers the collected data to the unit virtual network
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management to enable the proprietary virtual network customized by each MVNO. In addition, it also

takes the responsibility of disseminating allocation results to each subscriber (e.g., the associated BS that

each user attaches to).

Virtual Network Management —Leveraging the information from both resource virtualization and

MVNO interaction, the entity virtual network management can flexibly slice and aggregate the observed

virtual elements into multiple integral virtual networks,as specified by MVNOs. Meanwhile, the other

two entities receive and process the allocation-related signaling from the virtual network management,

and then forward it to MVNOs and InPs, respectively.

IV. RESOURCEALLOCATION IN THE PROPOSEDFRAMEWORK

The hypervisor not only customizes virtual networks as specified by network operators, but also embeds

those virtualized slices into substrate networks, namely,indicating the user set that each transmitter serves,

the spectrum segment that each link occupies, the cache refreshment policy, etc. In essence, the proposed

framework presents two unique techniques, namely,D2D communications between different operators

andcaching capability in requesters, that can be leveraged in algorithm development.

D2D Communications between Different Operators —Consider the single-hop and one-to-one (i.e.,

unicast) D2D communications in cellular networks. As mentioned above, D2D links can operate between

subscribers from different MVNOs, thus enabling sharing and virtualization of contents. Therefore, we

should distinguish D2D links from traditional ones, and then formulate the utility function corresponding

to each potential linkj → (m, i), wherej ∈ J = {1, . . . , J} denotes the D2D transmitter index,j = 0

denotes the cellular transmission, and(m, i) is thei-th subscriber of MVNOm, respectively. Here, ifi and

j ∈ J are from different MVNOs, then content sharing is allowed. Moreover, we introduce the spectrum

allocation variableymi
j to indicate the the spectrum fraction allocated to this linkby the hypervisor, and

rmi
j is the net gain involving both the revenue from subscribers and the leasing cost charged by InPs

assuming that the entire bandwidth is assigned to this link [7].

Caching Capability in Requesters —With respect to D2D links, caching refreshment in receiversmust

be incorporated in the algorithm design to facilitate the content retrieval for neighboring users. Denote
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the content requested by(m, i) ascmi. We further introduce the binary variablezmi
j to denote whether or

not the content sent byj is cached by requester(m, i). Meanwhile,vmi is utilized to indicate whether or

not BS caches contentcmi. In addition, due to requesters’ limited memory space, the cache refreshment

has to be executed continuously to track the popularity of cached contents.

The resource allocation scheme by the hypervisor should exploit these two natures to benefit from

not only D2D communications, but also caching gains. Along this line, the utility function of the link

between requester(m, i) and transmitterj should be designed as

umi
j = ymi

j rmi
j + zmi

j (φmiecmi
− ψmiscmi

) + vmi(φmiecmi
− ψmi

j scmi
), (1)

where ecmi
is the estimated backhaul bandwidth reduction via caching,and scmi

denotes the storage

space necessary forcmi. Moreover,φmi andψmi(ψ
mi
j ) are the unit avenue that MVNOm charges users

requesting contentcmi and the unit price that MVNOm should pay requester(m, i) (transmitterj)

for the content storage, respectively. It should be noted that the third term relates to traditional cellular

communications while the second term represents the caching gains via D2D transmissions.

All available resources, including transmitter, spectrumand caching memory, should be optimized such

that the total utility of all MVNOs seen by the hypervisor is maximized, which can be mathematically

formulated as

max
ymi
j

,zmi
j

,vmi

∑

m∈M

∑

i∈Im

∑

j∈J0

umi
j , (2)

whereJ0 = J ∪ {0}. It should be noted that Eq. 2 is in essence equivalent to maximizing
∑

j∈J0

∑
m∈M

∑
i∈Im

umi
j , which facilitates the distribution of computing burden onthe hypervisor to

each transmitterj to reduce the computational complexity, based on the recentadvances onalternating

direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [13]. As such, the associated subproblem is separately solved

by each transmitter and then updated to the hypervisor for collaboration.
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V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we highlight the performance of proposed ADMM-based distributed algorithm (denoted

as distributed algorithm for simplicity) with caching and D2D in terms of total utility of MVNOs, by

comparing it with three other algorithms listed as follows:

• Centralized algorithm with (w.) caching and D2D (denoted asoptimal strategy), where the hypervisor

collects channel state information (CSI) and content distribution information from all transmitters

and then optimizes the resource allocation.

• Distributed algorithm without (w.o.) caching but w. D2D (denoted as w.o. caching).

• Distributed algorithm w. caching but w.o. D2D (denoted as w.o. D2D).

We conduct simulations within one cell (operated by one InP), with a radius of 500 m and the BS

located at coordinates (0, 0). 65 subscribers (30 transmitters and 35 routine subscribers) are uniformly

distributed within the coverage and 4 MVNOs run on top of the infrastructure, i.e., each subscriber

accesses to any MVNO with a probability of 25%. Meanwhile, the overall bandwidth is divided into

two orthogonal parts: BS DL (Bdl = 10 MHz) for cellular communications and BS UL (Bul = 5 MHz)

for D2D communications. As such, there exists no co-channelinterference of D2D communications on

cellular transmissions. Moreover, the Zipf distributionqc = C
cǫ
, C = (

∑
c 1/c

ǫ)−1 with ǫ = 1.5 [14]

is leveraged to model the popularity profile of contents, and5 kinds of contents (with equal size) are

distributed in the simulated network. The BS’s storage sizereaches 5 (contents), while the mobile device’s

storage size is limited to 1. In particular, in the initial content placement, it is assumed that each content

is held by the BS with a probability of 50%, while each D2D transmitter has a probability of 20% to

hold any of 5 contents. In addition, the transmit powers of BSand D2D transmitter are 46dBm and

24dBm, respectively. The path loss model35.3+ 37.6 log(d(m)) is designated. Besides, we consider the

log-normal distribution with standard deviation of 8dB forthe shadowing, and exponential distribution

with unit mean for the fast fading, as specified in [15].

Fig. 4 compares the resource allocation algorithms in termsof total utility of MVNOs. Except for

the algorithm w.o. D2D, a monotonically increasing utilityis observed for all three other algorithms,
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namely, the total utility obtained by MVNOs increases with the increase of the number of requesters.

That is due to the fact that a network incorporating more receivers will introduce multi-user diversity

gain. Moreover, the total utility obtained by the distributed algorithm is only 2.8% lower than that of the

optimal strategy. Note that, for the algorithm w.o. D2D, thecaching function is only available in the BS

due to the non-existence of D2D communications, resulting in the least utility.

In Fig. 5, we compare the performance of resource allocationalgorithms with different average size

of contents. The total utility of both the optimal strategy and distributed algorithm is proportional to the

average size. The optimal strategy has the highest total utility (providing an upper-bound utility, which

is approximately 5.3% higher than the distributed one.), while the algorithm w.o. D2D has the lowest

one. Meanwhile, the utility of both the scheme w.o. caching and w.o. D2D almost remains constant as

the average size increases, which can be interpreted as thatthe majority of saved backhaul bandwidth

consumption comes from caching popular contents, rather than directly fetching existing ones from BS

and D2D transmitters.
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Fig. 6 demonstrates the convergence of the proposed algorithm with ρ = 500, 550, and 600 (ρ is

the penalty parameter for the ADMM algorithm). It can be observed that the proposedADMM-based

algorithm with different values ofρ eventually converges to the same total utility. Meanwhile,all the
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curves converge to a stable solution monotonically within 20 iterations. The difference ofρ only takes

effect on the convergence speed but not on the convergence value. In particular,ρ = 600 is the fastest

when converging to the stable solution, whileρ = 500 is the slowest. Nevertheless, the difference is not

significant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed to incorporate D2D communications into information-centric virtualized

cellular networks. First, we developed an information-centric virtualized cellular network framework with

D2D communications, considering the caching gains not onlyin BSs but also in ubiquitous mobile devices.

Then, we described the key components in the proposed framework in detail and presented the interactions

them. In addition, to quantify the caching gains, we designed a new utility function associated with D2D

links, involving the revenue from user access as well as the estimated gain via caching popular contents.

Simulation results showed that MVNOs can benefit from both information-centric wireless virtualization

and D2D communications, and the proposed ADMM-based distributed algorithm can achieve near-optimal

performance and good convergence property. Future work is in progress to extend the unicast D2D

transmission to the multicast D2D case, as well as the single-cell to multi-cell scenario, in the proposed

framework.
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